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Yummy Breeding Game is here again. 

 Beeworks Co., Ltd. (Head office: Minato Ward, Tokyo. President: 
Kenichi Kaneko), is proud to announce that new app titled “Super 
Gourmet Creature Mogumon Yum! Big Bites” is released to AppStore 
and Android Market all throughout the world on June 18th, 2013.  
 
 iTunes URL:  

https://itunes.apple.com/app/id651383905?l=ja&ls=1&mt=8 
 Google Play URL:   

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=jp.co.beeworks.
mogumon2 
 
 Also we would like to announce that the “Gourmet Creature Mogumon” 
official website “Mogumon Town” has launched today. 
 “Mogumon Town” URL: 

http://mogumon.com/en/ 
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New Mogumon App！ 
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When you discovered the familiar egg again, your gourmet life with 
Mogumon starts again! 
 
*Those Gourmet Creature Mogumons come Back!! 
"Mogumon" is the living creature that loves yummy foods and evolves 
depending on what they eat. 
Their evolution had changed and new kinds were found! 
 
*The Map is Extended! 
Mogumon is good at finding food and they pick up some food when they 
are sent out to the destination. 
In the extended map the collectable food also increased! 
Also, players can pick up stuffs such as "tenkasu" while Mogumon is on its 
way. 
 
*Some events is scheduled to be held at Auntie's Deli  
 (first Event is around July) 
"Deli" that satisfies Mogumon's stomach has also enhanced! 
It now has variety of dishes from Japanese home-style dishes to world's 
minor dish such as Sope de Ajo. 
Event is scheduled around July. 
Dishes can be made, Mogumons are added, etc! 
 
*BGMs make the journey more fun! 
How about having some BGM while Mogumon is sent out. 
You can choose from 5 musics depending on your feeling. 
 
*What is Gourmet Creature Mogumon? 
  “Mogumon” is a living creature that loves yummy dishes. They are good 
at finding the foodstuff and sometimes called as “Gourmet Creature”. 
  Players send out Mogumons to the journey to find foodstuff and buy 
the dishes at the deli with the money they get by selling the collected 
foodstuff. Mogumon evolves and lays egg as they eat. Their evolution 
changes depending on what they eat. 

“Super Gourmet Creature Mogumon  
Yum! Big Bites” 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Mogumon Official Website “Mogumon Town” URL 

http://mogumon.com/en/ 
・The other faces of the Mogumon that you cannot see in the app is here!  
・Brings you the information about in-app Event !! 
 
We will announce the updates of website from facebook, twitter, and in-app 
banner. 
 

■	 Main Specification of “Super Gourmet Creature Mogumon Yum! Big Bites” 
 
【iOS】 
Category：Game 
Genre：Simulation / Adventure 
Price：Free 
Requires：iOS4.3 or later  

【Android】 
Category：Game 
Genre：Casual 
Price：Free 
Requires：Android2.3 or later 

 
 
■ Copyrights of “Super Gourmet Creature Mogumon Yum! Big Bites”  “Gourmet 

Creature Hungry Mogumon”: 
© Beeworks Co., Ltd. 

■ Contact 
Beeworks Co., Ltd.  
106-0047 Tokyo Minato-ku Minami-Azabu 
1-6-18 Zohjirushi Tokyo  
Sayumi Sugimoto info@beeworksgames.com 
Cooperate Website：http://www.beeworks.co.jp/

Official Website  
“Mogumon Town” now launched! 


